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Abstract: Wireless environments such as GSM, 3G, and 4G are more and more popular. Consequently, communications in such
networks need to be guarded. It is necessary to have a secure mutualauthentication scheme to defend transactions between user and
service provider against illegitimate adversaries. Especially, users arethose vulnerable to attacks and there are many authentication
schemes with smart-card proposed to protect them. Recently, Yung-Cheng Lee has suggested a dynamic identity based user
authentication scheme to resist smart-card-theft attack. Nevertheless,he assumed that smart-card is tamperproof. In our opinion, this
is not appropriate because Kocher and Messerges pointed that smart-card’s confidential information could be extracted by physically
monitoring its power consumption. Therefore, design of Yung-Cheng Lee cannot withstand this kind of attack. In addition, anyone who
is a legal member can masquerade server or other legal users in his scheme. Moreover, legitimacy verification only starting from server
side truly makes Lee’s scheme be impractical. In this paper, we presentan improvement to his scheme to isolate such problems.
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1 Introduction

In network environments, remote authentication schemes
play an important role in communicating between
partners because it keeps faith and security. Schemes not
only must prevent legal users and servers from attacks of
illegitimate adversaries, but they also defend legal
partners against impersonating to cheat each other.

There are many methods of satisfying above
requirements. And one of the approaches many schemes
have used is password authentication which has many
advantages such as simplicity, efficiency, and
convenience. Nonetheless, many schemes [1,2,3,4,5]
based on password apply static identity, which is easy to
leaking information to attackers. One solution to identity
theft is making it change for each login. Later, a number
of paper [6,7,20,8,16] have put forward many ideas to
protect user anonymity by using random value or
time-stamp to vary user identity for each session.
However, these schemes issue a smart-card for each user
and assume that the contents of smart-card cannot be
revealed. This is not practical because users can lost or be

stolen smart-card. So, when attackers have smart-card,
they completely have capability to impersonate users.

In 2004, Das et al proposed a dynamic ID-based
remote user authentication scheme using smart cards [10].
Their scheme has three main advantages. Firstly, it allows
users to change password freely. Moreover, it does not
maintain a verification table which is used to check login
message. Finally, the scheme’s security is based on secure
one-way hash function.

Recently, Yung-Cheng Lee proposed a new dynamic
ID-based user authentication scheme to resist
smart-card-theft attack [13] and pointed out that scheme
of Das et al is vulnerable to guessing and impersonation
attacks. He claimed that his scheme enhanced the security
because of using dynamic identity feature. Furthermore,
he also stated that his scheme can completely resist
smart-card-theft attack. In this paper, we prove that his
scheme cannot suffer from smart-card-theft attack.
Furthermore, it also cannot withstand masquerading
attack. Finally, we see that his scheme does not provide
mutual authentication and session-key exchange phase.
Eventually, we propose an improved version of Lee’
scheme in order to recover all problem mentioned.
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
section 2 quickly reviews Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme and
discusses its weaknesses. Then, our proposed scheme is
presented in section 3, while section 4 discusses the
security and efficiency of the proposed scheme. Our
conclusions are presented in section 5.

2 Review and Cryptanalysis of Yung-Cheng
Lee’s Scheme

In this section, we review Lee’s new dynamic ID-based
user authentication scheme to resist smart-card-theft
attack [9] and show that his scheme is vulnerable to
impersonation attack, smart-card-theft attack.
Furthermore, it does not provide mutual authentication.

2.1 Review of Yung-Cheng Lee’s Scheme

In this subsection, we review Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme.
Their scheme includes three phases: registration,
authentication and password update phases. Some
important notations in this scheme are listed as follow:

–Ui : a qualified user.
–PWi : Unique password ofUi .
–S: The remote server that users log in.
–x: The secret key of the remote server.
–h(.): A cryptographic one-way hash function.
–T: The timestamp.
–DID i : user’s dynamic identity.
–SC: the smart card.
–⊕: The exclusive-or operation.
–A⇒ B: M: A sendsM to B via a secure channel.
–A→ B: M: A sendsM to B via a public channel.

2.1.1 Registration Phase

WhenUi wants to access resource ofS, he or she has to
submit his or herPWi to server through a secure channel.
Then,S performs the following steps. Figure1 illustrates
the steps of the registration phase.

–ScomputesNi = h(PWi) ⊕ h(x).
–S installs{h(.), Ni , h(x)} into SC and issues it toUi
through a secure channel.

In registration phase, we see that user freely chooses
PWi . However, his scheme does not apply identity to
participate into registration process. Furthermore, sharing
a commonh(x) for every member makes this phase be
weak because they can exploit to impersonate to cheat
each other. To overcome these weak points, we use
identity, supply a random valuee to make different for
each time of registering and do not share the secret key
h(x) for all users.

Fig. 1: Yung-Cheng Lee’s registration phase

2.1.2 Login Phase

After receiving secret information fromS, Ui can useSC
when he or she wants to login toS.

–Ui inserts SC into card-reader of another terminal.
Then he or she keysPWi .

–SCgenerates a random valueR and computesDID i =
h(PWi) ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x) ⊕ R), Bi = h(Ni ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x)
⊕ R)) andCi = h(Bi ⊕ h(x) ⊕ T).

–Ui → S: DID i , Ci , T. TheUi sends the login message
to S through common channel.

In login phase, we see that user generates a random
valueR to make login message be renewed for each login.
However, this is also the drawback becauseR does not
participate to challengeS. In the next phase, we see thatS
does not need to know whatR is, yetS still authenticates
Ui . So, we will fix this weak point of his phase.

2.1.3 Verification Phase

After receiving the login request sent fromUi , Sperforms
the following tasks to authenticate the user’s login
request. Figure2 illustrates the steps of login and
verification phase.

–On receiving the login request{DID i , Ci , T} from Ui ,
S checksT to determine its validity. IfT is within an
expected time interval,S accepts the login request;
otherwise, it terminates the request.

–ScomputesBi = h(DID i ⊕ h(x)).1

–S computesC
′

i = h(Bi ⊕ h(x) ⊕ T) and checks if the
receivedCi is equal toC

′

i . If this condition holds,S
accepts the login request; otherwise, it terminates the
session.

In verification phase, we see thatS does not generate
any random value to re-challengeUi . Furthermore,Salso
does not prove its validity toUi . So, S and Ui cannot
know whether server and user communicating are legal or
not. At this point we use user three-way
challenge-response handshake technique to recover. With
that technique,Scan know user’s legitimation.

1 Bi = h(DID i ⊕ h(x)) = h(h(PWi) ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x) ⊕ R) ⊕ h(x))
= h(Ni ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x) ⊕ R))
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Fig. 2: Yung-Cheng Lee’s login and verification phase

2.1.4 Password Update Phase

In this phase,Ui can change his or her password anytime
when he or she wants. Figure3 illustrates the steps of the
password change phase.

–Ui insertsSCinto card-reader and inputsPWi .
–Ui chooses a new passwordPWinew.
–TheSCcomputesNinew = Ni ⊕ h(PWi) ⊕ h(PWinew).

2

–SC replacesNi with Ninew. So, user can log into the
system by usingPWinew

Fig. 3: Yung-Cheng Lee’s password update phase

In password update phase, we see that only legal users
can change password because this proceduce needsPWi
of users. In our scheme, we also inherit this idea basically.

2.2 Cryptanalysis of Yung-Cheng Lee’s Scheme

In this subsection, we present our results on Yung-Cheng
Lee’s scheme. We will show that his scheme is vulnerable

2 Ninew = h(PWinew) ⊕ h(x)

to impersonation and smart-card-theft attacks. Besides,
his scheme needs to be supplied mutual authentication
and session-key exchange phases.

2.2.1 Impersonation Attack

In Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme, we see that anyone being a
valid member can knowh(x). Hence, withh(x), valid users
can impersonate other users even the server.

–Firstly, another legal userA can perform following
steps to be a valid server.

–After receiving{DID i , Ci , T} from another user,A
computesBi = h(DID i ⊕ h(x))

–A continues to computeC
′

i = h(Bi ⊕ h(x) ⊕ T)
–Finally, A can checkCi andC

′

i . Certainly,A does
not have to do this. Clearly,A has ability to be a
valid server.

–Secondly, another legal userA can perform following
steps to be another valid user.

–A can capture any login message{DID i , Ci , T}.
Then, A computesh(x) ⊕ DID i to obtain Bi of
another user.

–Next, A computesC∗
i = h(Bi ⊕ h(x) ⊕ T∗), where

T∗ is the current timestamp.
–Finally, A sends{DID i , C∗

i , T∗} to server S.
Clearly, this is a completely valid login message.

2.2.2 Smart-card-theft Attack

In Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme, we see that losing smart-
card is very dangerous because it contains{h(.), Ni , h(x)}.
If anyone being a valid member picks smart-card, attacker
A easily extractsh(PWi) by performingNi ⊕ h(x). Next,A
can perform some steps to impersonate victim.
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–A generates a random valueR∗ and computes the
dynamicDID i by: DID i = h(PWi) ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x) ⊕
R), wherePWi andNi belongs to victim.

–A computesBi = h(Ni ⊕ h(Ni ⊕ h(x) ⊕ R∗)).
–Next,A computesCi = h(Bi ⊕ h(x) ⊕ T∗), whereT∗ is
the current timestamp.

–Finally, A sends{DID i , Ci , T∗} to serverS. Obviously,
this is the valid login message.

2.2.3 Mutual Authentication & Session Key Agreement
Phases

In Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme, we see that only server can
verify user’s validity. This is not fair because user can
communicate with another illegal server. So, we need
server proves its validity to user. Furthermore, after
successfully authenticating, transmitting data between
server and user is necessary. Therefore, we need to supply
a sub-step of sharing a common session-key.

3 Proposed Scheme

In this section, we propose an improved version of
Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme. Our scheme removes the
security problems depicted in the previous sections. Our
scheme not only inherits the advantages of his scheme, it
also enhances the security.

Before coming to each phase, we will present general
ideas in our scheme more detailed. In registration phase,
our main goal is obtainingh(ID i ⊕ h(x ‖ e)). Random
value e assists to withstand re-registration of attackers,
with the same identity but various authentication keys at
different time. In login and authentication phases, we use
two random valuesRU and RS for user and server for
challenging each other. Besides, we employ three-way
challenge-response handshake technique to resist replay
or impersonation attacks instead of using timestamp. And
it is very important to have the same session-key for user
and server after verification step.

Our scheme is also divided into the four phases of
registration, login, mutual authentication and password
change phases. Some important notations in our scheme
are listed as follow:

–Ui : a qualified user.
–ID i : Unique identity ofUi .
–PWi : Unique password ofUi .
–N: The nonce chosen by user in registration phase.
–S: The remote server that users log in.
–x: The secret key of the remote server.
–e: The nonce chosen by server in registration phase.
–h(.): A cryptographic one-way hash function.
–RU : The nonce chosen by user.
–RS: The nonce chosen by server.
–CIDi : user’s dynamic identity.
–SK: session-key of user and server.

–SC: the smart card.
–⊕: The exclusive-or operation.
–‖: The concatenation operation.
–A⇒ B: M: A sendsM to B via a secure channel.
–A→ B: M: A sendsM to B via a public channel.

3.1 Registration Phase

Before we present this phase, we enumerate three
requirements for a registration phase: secrecy for
information transmitted between user and server, the true
password of user must not be leaked to anyone even the
server, and difference between secret keys provided for
each time of registration by server. Easily, we see that
Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme achieved the first requirement
but not the last. So, we cover these points to have a good
registration phase.

Fig. 4: Proposed registration phase

When Ui wants to register toS, he or she has to
submit his or herID i , h(PWi ‖ N). After receiving{ID i ,
h(PWi ‖ N)} from user via a secure channel,S performs
following steps. Figure4 illustrates the steps of the
registration phase.

1.Generating a random valuee.
2.ComputingAi = h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N)) ⊕ h(x ‖ e).
3.ComputingLi = h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N) ‖ h(x ‖ e)).
4.S sendsSC containing{Ai , Li , e, h(.)} to Ui via a

secure channel.
5.Ui receivesSCand inputsN into SC.

3.2 Login Phase

Ui insertsSCinto card-reader andID i andPWi to login to
S, and then theSCperforms the following steps:

1.Computingh(x ‖ e) = Ai ⊕ h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N)) and
cheking if Li is equal toh(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N) ‖ h(x ‖
e)). If this condition holds,SC continues to go next
step; otherwise, it terminates the session.

2.GeneratingRU and computingCIDi = ID i ⊕ RU .
3.ComputingBi = h(x ‖ e) ⊕ RU andCi = h(ID i ‖ RU ‖

h(x ‖ e)).
4.Finally,Ui sends{CIDi , Bi , Ci , e} to S.
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Fig. 5: Proposed login, mutual authentication and session key agreement phase

3.3 Mutual Authentication And Session Key
Agreement Phase

Likewise, we also list three requirements helping
authentication be more security: User must employ a
random value to challenge server. Server must use a
random value to re-challenge user. User and server share
a secret session-key. In Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme, only
user use a random value to make login-message be
dynamic but not to challenge server and server also do not
re-challenge user. Besides, no session-key is generated
after authenticating successfully. Our phase will fix these
weak points.

In this section,S receives the login request message
(CIDi , Bi , Ci , e) from Ui in the login phase and performs
some following steps. Figure5 illustrates the steps thatS
authenticatesUi .

1.Computing R∗U = Bi ⊕ h(x ‖ e).
2.ExtractingID i = CIDi ⊕ R∗

U . Then, S checksID i ’s
validity. If this is a valid identity,Scontinues going to
next step. Otherwise,Srejects the login message.

3.Schecks whetherCi is equal toh(ID i ‖ R∗
U ‖ h(x ‖ e)).

If this condition is true,Sgoes to next step. Otherwise,
S terminates the session.

4.GeneratingRS and computingK = h(ID i ‖ R∗
U ) ⊕ RS,

V = h(RS ‖ h(x ‖ e)).
5.Sending{K, V} to Ui via a common channel.
6.After receiving{K, V} from S, Ui computes R∗S = K ⊕

h(ID i ‖ RU ).

7.Ui checks whetherV is equal toh(R∗
S ‖ h(x ‖ e)). If

this condition holds,Ui authenticatesS successfully.
Otherwise,Ui terminates the session.

8.Ui computesM = h(RU ‖ R∗
S) and sendsM to S via a

common channel.
9.S checks whetherM is equal toh(R∗

U ‖ RS). If this
condition is true,S authenticatesUi successfully.
Otherwise,S terminates the session.

10.After authenticating successfully,S computes shared
SK= h(R∗

U ‖ h(x ‖ e) ‖ RS) andUi computes sharedSK
= h(RU ‖ h(x ‖ e) ‖ R∗

S).

3.4 Password Update Phase

When Ui wants to changePWi . He or she can perform
following steps:

–InsertSCinto card-reader, inputsID i , PWi and choose
a new passwordPWinew.

–SCcomputesh(x ‖ e) = h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N)) ⊕ Ai and
L∗

i = h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N) ‖ h(x ‖ e)).
–SCchecks whetherLi is equal toL∗

i . If this condition
is false,SCterminates this phase. Otherwise, it goes to
next step.

–SC computesAinew = h(x ‖ e) ⊕ h(ID i ‖ h(PWinew ‖
N)) andLinew = h(ID i ‖ h(PWinew ‖ N) ‖ h(x ‖ e)).

–Finally, SCreplacesLi with Linew, Ai with Ainew.
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Fig. 6: Proposed password update phase

4 Security and Efficiency Analysis

In this section, we review our scheme and analyze it on
two aspects: security and efficiency. Our scheme includes
four phases, registration, login, authentication and session-
key agreement, and password change phases. Firstly, we
summarize all phases of our scheme.

–Registration phase:Ui sends{ID i , h(PWi ‖ N)}. S
returnsSC containing{Ai , Li , e, h(.)}, where Ai =
h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖ N)) ⊕ h(x ‖ e), Li = h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖
N) ‖ h(x ‖ e)) and e is chosen byS. Ui receivesSC
and inputsN into it.

–Login phase:Ui insertsSC, ID i and PWi . Then,SC
extractsh(x ‖ e) by performingAi ⊕ h(ID i ‖ h(PWi ‖
N)). SCverifies whetherLi is equal toh(ID i ‖ h(PWi
‖ N) ‖ h(x ‖ e)). If this condition holds,SC goes to
next step. Otherwise, it terminates the session. Next,
SC generatesRU and computesCIDi , Bi and Ci .
Finally, Ui sends{CIDi , Bi , Ci , e} to S.

–Authentication and session-key agreement phase:
After receiving{CIDi , Bi , Ci , e} from Ui . Scomputes
to obtainR∗

U . Afterward,SextractsID i and checks its
validity. Next,Scomputesh(ID i ‖ R∗

U ‖ h(x ‖ e)) and
compares it withCi received. If this condition is true,
S goes to next step. Otherwise,S terminates the
session. Next,S generatesRS and computesK andV.
Finally, Ssends{K, V} back toUi . WhenUi receives
this package,Ui re-computesRS and checks whether
V equals toh(R∗

S ‖ h(x ‖ e)). If this condition holds,
Ui acceptsS. Otherwise,Ui rejects S. Finally, Ui
sendsM = h(RU ‖ R∗

S) to S. SreceivesM and checks if
M is equal toh(R∗

U ‖ RS). If this condition holds,S
accepts Ui . Otherwise, S rejects Ui . After
authenticating successfully,Ui andS shares common
SK = h(RU ‖ h(x ‖ e) ‖ RS).

–Password change phase: At the beginning of this
phase,Ui performs steps similar to login phase’s
steps. After logining successfully,SCcomputesAinew

and Linew. Finally, SC replacesAinew with Ai , Linew
with Li .

4.1 Security Analysis

In this section, we apply BAN logic, the tool for formally
analyzing authentication schemes. BAN-logic uses three
objects: principals, encryption keys, and formulas (also
called statements for identifying message with statement).
Similarly to Burrow [21], we let symbolsP and Q be
principals, X and Y range over statements, andK
represent the cryptographic key. We only use some
notations used in BAN-logic for our demonstration.

–P |≡ X: P believesX (central construct).
–P ⊳ X: P received a message includingX.
–P |∼ X: P once saidX.
–P⇒ X: P has jurisdiction overX. (Used when principal
has delegated authority over some statement).

–#(X): X is fresh, that is, no principal sentX in a
message before the current run of the protocol.

–P
K
↔ Q: P and Q communicate using sharedK.

Moreover,K will never be discovered by any principal
exceptP andQ, or a principal trusted by eitherP or Q.

–XK: This stands forX encrypted under theK.
–<X>Y: This stands forX combined withY.
–SK: This session key used in the current round.

Besides, we present some main logical BAN-logics
postulates for proving our scheme.

–Message meaning rule:P|≡P
K
↔Q,P⊳{X}K

P|≡Q|∼X

–Nonce verification rule:P|≡#(X),P|≡(Q|∼X)
P|≡Q|≡X

–Jurisdiction rule:P|≡Q⇒X,P|≡Q|≡X
P|≡X

–Freshness rule:P|≡#(X)
P|≡#(X,Y)

–Believe rule:P|≡Q|≡(X,Y)
P|≡Q|≡X , P|≡X,P|≡Y

P|≡(X,Y)

All authentication schemes need achieving main eight
goals. We useU and S represent for user and server in
scheme.

–G1: U |≡ U
ID
↔ S

–G2: U |≡ S |≡ U
ID
↔ S

–G3: S |≡ U
ID
↔ S

–G4: S |≡ U |≡ U
ID
↔ S

–G5: U |≡ U
SK
↔ S

–G6: U |≡ S |≡ S
SK
↔ U

–G7: S |≡ S
SK
↔ U

–G8: S |≡ U |≡ U
SK
↔ S

Now we use the BAN-logic to show proposed scheme
can obtain mutually authentication with dynamic identity.
Furthermore, our scheme can exchange a common session
keySK
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1.We idealize our scheme.
–CIDi = <U

ID
↔ S, RU>

–Bi = <U
h(x‖e)
↔ S, RU>

–Ci = <RU , U
ID
↔ S, U

h(x‖e)
↔ S>

–K = <RS, RU , U
ID
↔ S>

–V = <RS, RU , U
h(x‖e)
↔ S>

–M = <RU , RS>

2.We write the assumptions about the initial state.

–A1: U |≡ U
ID
↔ S

–A2: U |≡ U
h(x‖e)
↔ S

–A3: U |≡ S⇒ U
SK
↔ S

–A4: S |≡ U ⇒ U
ID
↔ S

–A5: S |≡ U ⇒ U
SK
↔ S

–A6: S |≡ S
h(x‖e)
↔ U

–A7: U |≡ #(RS)
–A8: S |≡ #(RU )

3.We analyze our schemes idealized form based on the
BANlogic rules and the assumptions.

–BecauseU registersID with S, we have the first

goalU |≡ U
ID
↔ S.

–Using A6 and the messageCi , we apply the
message-meaning rule to deriveS |≡ U |∼ <RU ,

U
ID
↔ S, U

h(x‖e)
↔ S> (1)

–Using A8, we apply freshness rule to inferS |≡

#<RU , U
ID
↔ S, U

h(x‖e)
↔ S> (2)

–Using (1) and (2), we apply nonce - verification

rule to deriveS |≡ U |≡ <RU , U
ID
↔ S, U

h(x‖e)
↔ S>

(3)
–Using (3), we apply believe rule to deriveS |≡ U

|≡ U
ID
↔ S(G4)

–Using G4 and A4, we apply jurisdiction rule to

infer S |≡ U
ID
↔ S(G3)

–Using A2 and K, we apply the message-meaning

rule to deriveU |≡ S |∼ <RS, RU , U
ID
↔ S> (4)

–Using (4) andA7, we apply freshness rule to derive

U |≡ #<RS, RU , U
ID
↔ S> (5)

–Using (4) and (5), we apply nonce - verification

rule to deriveU |≡ S |≡ <RS, RU , U
ID
↔ S> (6)

–Using (6), we apply believe rule to deriveU |≡ S

|≡ U
ID
↔ S(G2)

4.With goal 1, 2, 3 and 4, we achieve that bothSandU
believe the other believes the identity. That is,U andS
mutually authenticate with dynamic identity. Now we
proveU andScan exchangeSK.

–Using V andA2, we apply the message-meaning

rule to deriveU |≡ S |∼ <RS, U
h(x‖e)
↔ S> (7)

–UsingA7 andV, we apply freshness rule to derive

U |≡ #<RS, U
h(x‖e)
↔ S> (8)

–Using (7) and (8), we apply nonce - verification

rule to deriveU |≡ S |≡ <RS, U
h(x‖e)
↔ S> (9)

–Using (9), we apply believe rule to deriveU |≡ S

|≡ S
SK
↔ U (G6)

–Using A3 and G6, we apply jurisdiction rule to

obtainU |≡ U
SK
↔ S(G5)

–Using M andA6, we apply the message-meaning
rule to deriveS |≡ U |∼ <RU , RS> (10)

–UsingM andA8, we apply freshness rule to derive
S |≡ #<RU , RS> (11)

–Using (10) and (11), we apply the nonce -
verification rule to deriveS |≡ U |≡ <RU , RS>

(12)
–Using (12) andA6, we apply believe rule to inferS

|≡ U |≡ U
SK
↔ S(G8)

–Using (12) andA5, we apply message-meaning
rule to inferS |≡ <RU , RS> (13)

–Using (13), we apply believe rule to deriveS |≡ S
SK
↔ U (G7)

5.With goal 5, 6, 7 and 8, we achieve bothS and U
believe the other believesSK is shared between them.

4.2 Other Discussions

In this subsection, we present security analyses of our
scheme and show that proposed scheme can withstand
many kinds of attacks. Assuming that wireless
communication is insecure and that there exists an
attacker. He or she has capability to intercept all messages
transmitted between server and user. Besides, we assume
that the attacker can obtain or steal information of legal
user’s smart-card.

4.2.1 Replay Attack

The replay attack is replaying the same message of the
receiver or the sender again. We use nonce and three-way
challenge-response handshake technique instead of
timestamp to withstand replay attacks. For example, an
attackerA re-uses{CIDi , Bi , Ci , e} to re-send toS. When
S sends{K, V} back toA, A is not capable of computing
M becauseA has no information aboutRU andRS. So,A
cannot replay with{CIDi , Bi , Ci , e}. Now, if A re-uses
{K, V} of serverS, user will recognize this is a replay
message because verification ofV does not hold. It is said
that our scheme can resist replay attack.

4.2.2 Impersonation Attack

In our scheme, we use use nonce and three-way
challenge-response handshake technique. Therefore, it is
difficult for attackers to impersonate user or server. For
example, if attackerA wants to fake legal user,A has to
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computeM to re-send toS. So, it is impossible forA to
perform that task becauseA has no idea aboutRU andRS.
Now, if A wants to fake legalS, A must have information
aboutx of server and random valueRU of user. Clearly,
this is impossible mission. It is said that our scheme can
withstand impersonation completely.

4.2.3 Stolen Verifier Attack

BecauseS does not store any password verification table,
the proposed scheme can withstand stolen-verifier
attacks. In our scheme,S generates a random valuee for
each user. Consequently, when authenticating withS, Ui
only needs to sende to SandSusesx to re-constructh(x ‖
e) of that user. So,Sdoes not need to keepUi ’s password
in the storage space when a new user is participated into
our system.

4.2.4 Stolen Informaton from Smart-card Attack

In our scheme,SCcontains{Ai , Li , e, N, h(.)}. If anybody
picks or steals this information, he or she cannot derive
further information becauseLi is a hash value. Moreover,
if ID i and PWi of victim who lostsSC are not leaked,
attacker cannot computeh(x ‖ e) of victim. Clearly, our
scheme can counteract this kind of attack.

4.2.5 Known-key Attack

The known-key security means that compromise of a past
session-key cannot derive any further session-key. In our
scheme,SK is associated with two random valuesRU , RS
andh(x ‖ e), which are unknown to the adversary. Even
though the pastSK is disclosed, the attacker cannot derive
RU , RS andh(x ‖ e) based on the security of one-way hash
function and random values. Thus, the attacker can not
obtain any further session-key.

4.2.6 Mutual Authentication

In our scheme, both user and server generate random
values to challenge each other.Sonly acceptsUi whenCi
is equal toh(ID i ‖ R∗

U ‖ h(x ‖ e)) andM is equal toh(R∗
U ‖

RS). Ui only acceptsSwhenV is equal toh(R∗
S ‖ h(x ‖ e)).

In other words, user and server must computes random
values to prove their validity. Clearly, our scheme
provides mutual authentication.

4.2.7 Session-key Agreement

In our scheme, after finishing mutual authentication
successfully, both user and server share commonSK to
encrypt messages later. So, our scheme not only satisfies

mutual authentication but also provides session-key to
partners.

Our scheme is a revised version of Yung-Cheng Lee’s
scheme, so it can also resist password guessing attack and
provide user anonymity.

4.3 Efficiency Analysis

To compare efficiency between our scheme and the
Yung-Cheng Lee’s, we reuse approach used in his scheme
to analyze computational complexity. That is, we
calculate the number of one-way hash function execution.
Let Th be the time to compute one-way hash function. In
addition, similarly to Lee’s scheme, we also ignore
exclusive-or(⊕) and concatenation operations(‖) because
they requires very few computations.

In table1, there are our scheme and Yung-Cheng Lee’s.
Lee’s scheme needs 1× Th in registration phase, and 7×
Th in login and verification phases. Our scheme needs 4×
Th in registration phase and 12× Th in login and mutual
authentication phases.

Table 1: Comparison of computation cost
X
X
X

X
X
X

X
XX

Schemes
Phases

Registration Login & Auth

Lee’s 1 × Th 7 × Th
Ours 4 × Th 12× Th

Clearly, proposed scheme needs more computational
amount than Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme. However, those
costs are necessary to protect user’s anonymity and
provide session-key for partners. In short, Additional
computational cost is essential to enhance security.

Due to the fact that our scheme and Lee’s are based
on smart-card, we compare the storage capacity of
smart-card. To do that, we assume that output hash
function is 160 bit long, for example SHA-I. Furthermore,
we also would like to consider communication cost
between user and server in term of authentication in two
schemes. In table2, we see that smart-card of our
schemes contains 160 bits longer than one in Lee’s
scheme. Besides, in authentication phase, our scheme also
needs more twice bits than Lee’s scheme. However, these
costs increase security for scheme.

Table 2: Comparison of communication cost & storage capacity
h

h
h
h

h
h
h
h

h
h
h

h
h
h
h

h
hh

Capacity & Communication costs

Schemes
Lee Our

Bits in smart-card 320 480
Bits in authentication 480 1120

In table 3, we list the comparisons between our
improved scheme and Yung-Cheng Lee’s scheme for
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withstanding various attacks. We see that his scheme
cannot resist to impersonation and smart-card-theft
attacks. In addition, their scheme does not provide mutual
authentication and session-key agreement. It can be seen
that our proposed scheme is more secure against various
attacks.

Table 3: A comparison between our scheme and the Yung-Cheng
Lee’s for withstanding various attacks

h
h
h

h
h
h
h

h
h
h

h
hh

Kinds of Attacks
Schemes

Lee’s Ours

Impersonation No Yes
Smart-card-Theft No Yes

Password guessing Yes Yes
Stolen verification table Yes Yes

Known-key No existing Yes
Mutual authentication No existing Yes
Session-key exchange No existing Yes

Replay Yes Yes

5 Conclusions

In this paper, we review a new dynamic ID-based user
authentication scheme to resist smart-card-theft attack of
Yung-Cheng Lee. Although his scheme can withstand
some attacks, such as password guessing. Nevertheless,
we see that his scheme is still vulnerable to impersonation
and smart-card-theft attacks. Morever, his scheme cannot
provide mutual authentication and session-key agreement.
Consequently, we propose an improved scheme to
eliminate such problems.
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